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Grammar theory in general and Chomsky grammars in particular are among the basic pillars
of computer science. Graph grammars are a generalization of Chomsky grammars, using graphs
instead of strings for building grammar productions. There are different approaches to graph
transformation, one of the most used is based on category theory [1], which includes the single
and double pushout, and their generalizations to adhesive HLR categories.
We propose a new approach to graph transformation using an algebra of boolean matri-
ces [2], where simple digraphs are represented using a matrix for edges and a vector for nodes.
A production can thus be specified using matrices for edge and node deletion and addition(
eN , rN ; eE , rE
)
. These matrices contain a non-null element if the edge or node has to be deleted
or created, respectively. Therefore, the effects of a production p : L → R can be modelled using
boolean matrix operations only, R = r∨ (e ∧ L). This purely algebraic approach has several ad-
vantages over categorical approaches. It is possible to study the properties of productions with
no need to associate them to a given state. Basic concepts such as sequential and parallel inde-
pendence can be generalized to consider any finite sequence of productions. Besides, some new
concepts such as coherence, minimal initial digraph and G-congruence have been introduced.
These new concepts provide a rich amount of information about productions and how they
are related to each other, including limitation in their application, dependencies and dynamical
behaviour.
In addition, we introduce an operational notation for rules similar to that of functional
analysis for operators. Thus, productions can be depicted as R = 〈L, p〉, splitting the static part
(initial state, L) from the dynamics (element addition and deletion, p). Matchings from a rule’s
left hand side to a host graph enter in a natural way as morphisms and can be expressed as
operators acting on productions, showing that not only productions act on host graphs modifying
the system state but also the system somehow interacts with the grammar temporarily adapting
the rules. Moreover, we have also modelled and generalized the notions of graph constraint and
application condition currently used in the categorical approach [1].
In our future work, on the theoretical side, we shall extend the theory to cope with multi-
graphs. On the practical side, we shall develop a framework for graph transformation specifica-
tion and experimentation based on this matrix approach.
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